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Appendix 10E 

Linearity Preservation in Multi-Function and 
Multi-Region Aggregations 

 

 
This appendix supports the rationale for using the linear regression (LR) technique in this study, 

as described in Chapter 10, by demonstrating that linear expenditure equations, such as those 

generated by the linear regression technique, can apply soundly to political units such as 

Australia's nine principal political units (PPUs) for (1) single functions or sectors, (2) 

aggregations or combinations of two or more functions or sectors, (3) units that operate as single 

undivided units or regions in a given function or sector, and (4) units divided into two or more 

regions in the given function or sector.  It follows from the mathematical property of linearity 

that if linearity applies to disaggregated data, it will also apply to aggregated data, and vice-

versa, so long as certain assumptions hold, as described below.  This appendix thus examines 

four separate linear expenditure models across areal (or geographical) and functional (or sectoral) 

dimensions, as follows: 
 

• Single-Function Single-Region Linear Expenditure Model (SFSR LEM) 

• Multi-Function Single-Region Linear Expenditure Model (MFSR LEM) 

• Single-Function Multi-Region Linear Expenditure Model (SFMR LEM) 

• Multi-Function Multi-Region Linear Expenditure Model (MFMR LEM) 

 

Figure 10E-1 below shows how the four models as above are distinguished across  functional 

and areal dimensions. 

 

Figure 10E-1:  Four Linear Expenditure Models Across Functional 
and Regional Dimensions 
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The four expenditure models as above are now described along with their underlying 

assumptions and their connections to the linear regression technique as described in Chapter 10 

and various expenditure categories (CATs) considered in this study.  The appendix concludes 

with a discussion of the significance of the results presented here. 

 
In substance, most of the 23 CATs considered in this study are best described by the most 

inclusive and mathematically complex MFMR linear expenditure model, but it helps to work up 

to this model progressively via the simpler SFSR, MFSR and SFMR models which the MFMR 

model builds upon. 

 
 
Single-Function Single-Region Linear Expenditure Model (SFSR LEM) 
 
The SFSR LEM is described below in terms of its three underlying assumptions and its 

connection to this current study. 

 
Expenditures of State-Territory type units (U) in a given expenditure category (CAT) will be 

described by the Single-Function Single-Region Linear Expenditure Model (SFSR LEM) if the 

following three assumptions are satisfied: 

 

Assumption SFSR1 – Single Undivided Function or Sector 
 

It is assumed that expenditure EU of each State-Territory type unit (U), for each given 

expenditure category (CAT), is incurred within a single undivided function or sector. 

 

Assumption SFSR2 – Undivided Single-Region State-Territory Type Unit  
 

It is assumed that expenditure, for the single function associated with the given 

expenditure category, occurs within undivided single-region State-Territory type units, 

in which there are no sub-unit sub-divisions at levels such as sub-regions, localities and 

neighbourhoods. 

 

Assumption SFSR3 – Linearity of Expenditure Component 
 

It is assumed that expenditure EU for this single function, in undivided single-region 

State-Territory type units, is described by a linear expenditure equation of the form of 

expressions [10.28a] and [10.28b] (just [10.28b] is referred to henceforth below) in 

Chapter 10, as follows: 
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UUUU PBAE +=    … [10E.A1] 

 

where AU is the component of expenditure that is independent of the 

population of the unit, BUPU (the constant BU multiplied by unit 

population PU) is the component of expenditure that increases in proportion 

to population, and BU is the marginal per capita expenditure. 

 
 
Connection of the SFSR Model to the Current Study 
 
The SFSR model can be soundly applied to expenditure categories which can be viewed as 

single functions or sectors, and in which Australia's eight STUs can be considered as single 

undivided units.  This model can hence be applied to the two principal expenditure categories of 

GPP and TPS for the private sector and public sector respectively, and also for the PFD (Private 

Final Demand) expenditure category, if these three CATs are considered as STU-wide wholes 

rather than in terms of sub-STU regional sub-divisions and functional or sectoral sub-divisions.  

It is intended, however, that the SFSR model be applied to individual functional areas which are 

not administered through regional sub-divisions.  The General Public Services (GPS) 

expenditure category, much of which applies to central office bureaucracy, is perhaps best suited 

to this model in theory.  In practice, however, actual expenditure and population data for GPS 

expenditure category is not well fitted by linear regression equations generated using the LR 

technique.  The SFSR model can be soundly applied to any CAT in which actual expenditure 

and population data is well fitted by linear expenditure equations of the form of [10E.A1] above 

and [10.28b] in Chapter 10.  The LR column of Table 10-7 in Chapter 10 show the CATs for 

which the LR technique achieves the best goodness of fit to actual data.  The HFC, GOV, GPP, 

TPS and BFD expenditure categories are five which are at least quite well fitted by linear 

expenditure equations and which can be meaningfully analysed at STU-wide and sector-wide 

levels of aggregation. 

 
Whilst the SFSR model can be reasonably well applied to several CATs, as above, most of the 

23 CATs are better described by models which recognise the existence of areal and functional 

sub-divisions which exist in most STUs for most of the 23 CATs. 
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Multi-Function Single-Region Linear Expenditure Model (MFSR LEM) 
 
The MFSR model, like the SFSR model as above, is now described in terms of its three 

underlying assumptions, a derivation of total expenditure across all functions described by the 

model, and connections to this current study. 

 
Expenditure of State-Territory type units (U) in a given expenditure category (CAT) will be 

described by the Multi-Function Single-Region Linear Expenditure Model (MFSR LEM) if the 

following three assumptions are satisfied: 

 

Assumption MFSR1 – Divisibility of Expenditure Across Multiple Functions or Sectors 
 

It is assumed, for each given expenditure category (CAT), that total expenditure EU of a 

given State-Territory type unit (U) is incurred through QU separate functions or sectors, 

given by 
UQ21 F,...,f,f , where QU is a finite counting number and is 2 or more for non-

trivial cases (for QU = 1, the Multi-Function Single-Region Linear Expenditure Model 

(MFSR LEM) model here would reduce to the Single-Function Single-Region Linear 

Expenditure Model (SFSR LEM) model).  It is also assumed that QU may vary among 

State-Territory units.  In other words, it is assumed that expenditures of State-Territory 

type units can be sub-divided into separate components associated with these QU 

separate functions or sectors. 

 
It is further assumed that the expenditure in function or sector fi is given by i,UE  for all i 

= 1 to QU, such that total expenditure EU is the sum total of these QU separable 

expenditure components 
UQ,U2,U1,U E,...,E,E , as follows: 

 

U

U

Q,U2,U1,U

Q

1i
i,UU EEEEE +++==∑

=

K   ...[10E.B1] 

 

Assumption MFRS2 – Undivided Single-Region State-Territory Type Unit  
 

It is assumed that all QU functions or sectors fi which make up the given expenditure 

category, for i = 1 to QU, operate within undivided single-region State-Territory type 

units, in which there are no sub-unit sub-divisions at levels such as sub-regions, 

localities and neighbourhoods.  In other words, all expenditure components Ei, for all 

functions or sectors fi, occur within undivided single-region State-Territory type units. 
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Assumption MFSR3 – Linearity of Expenditure Components 
 

It is assumed that expenditure component i,UE , for each function or sector fi in this 

undivided single-region unit, is described by a linear expenditure equation, again of the 

form of [10.28b] in Chapter 10, as follows: 
 

Ui,Ui,UUi,Ui,Ui,U PBA)PB(AE +=×+=    for all i = 1, 2, ..., QU ...[10E.B2] 

 

where the constant i,UA is the component of expenditure that is independent 

of the population of the unit, Ui,U PB (the constant i,UB  multiplied by unit 

population PU) is the component of expenditure that increases in proportion 

to population, and i,UB  is the marginal per capita expenditure. 

 

Derivation of Expression for Total Expenditure EU  
 
Substituting [10E.B2] for all i = 1 to QU into [10E.B1] therefore gives: 
 

)PBA(EE U

Q

1i
i,Ui,U

Q

1i
i,UU

UU

∑∑
==

+==    ...[10E.B3] 

or 
=+++=

UQ,U2,U1,UU EEEE K  

)PBA()PBA()PBA( UQ,UQ,UU2,U2,UU1,U1,U UU
++++++ K   ...[10E.B4] 

 
which can also be expressed as: 
 

P)BBB()AAA(E
UU Q,U2,U1,UQ,U2,U1,UU +++++++= KK  ...[10E.B5] 

 
So if we define 
 

UQ,U2,U1,UU,MFSR AAAA +++= K    ...[10E.B6]   

and 

UQ,U2,U1,UU,MFSR BBBB +++= K    ...[10E.B7]   

 
then [10E.B5] reduces back to the form of equation [10.28b] from Chapter 10, as follows: 
 

UU,MFSRU,MFSRU PBAE +=     ...[10E.B8] 
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Connection of the MFSR Model to the Current Study 
 
The MFSR model can be soundly applied to expenditure categories which can be viewed as 

aggregated combinations of two or more functions or sectors, and in which Australia's eight 

STUs can be considered as single undivided units.  This model can hence be applied to the GPP, 

PFD and TPS expenditure categories if these sectors are considered as STU-wide wholes but 

this time in terms of their principal functional or sub-sector sub-divisions.  The GPP expenditure 

category can hence be viewed in terms of its HFC (Household Final Consumption) and GBP 

(Gross Business Product) sub-divisions, PFD can be viewed in terms of its HFC and BFD 

(Business Final Demand) components, and TPS can similarly be considered in terms of its GOV 

(General Government) and PSC (Public Sector Corporations) components, as follows, whereas 

GPP, PFD and TPS were considered as undivided wholes when applied to the SFSR model in 

the previous section: 
 

)PBA()PBA(EEE GBPGBPHFCHFCGBPHFCGPP +++=+=  

P)BB()AA( GBPHFCGBPHFC +++= PBA GPPGPP +=   ...[10E.B9] 

 
)PBA()PBA(EEE BFDBFDHFCHFCBFDHFCPFD +++=+=  

P)BB()AA( BFDHFCBFDHFC +++= PBA PFDPFD +=   ...[10E.B10] 

and 
)PBA()PBA(EEE PSCPSCGOVGOVPSCGOVTPS +++=+=  

P)BB()AA( PSCGOVPSCGOV +++=  PBA TPSTPS +=   ...[10E.B11] 

 
General Government expenditure (CAT = GOV) can similarly be expressed as a linear cost 

function in terms of its nine components as defined in Chapter 7 (see Tables 7-2 and 7-3 and 

Figure 7-2), as follows: 
 

BALRACSSWHCAGPSPOSTACHEAEDUGOV EEEEEEEEEE ++++++++=  

)AAAAAAAAA( BALRACSSWHCAGPSPOSTACHEAEDU ++++++++=  

P)BBBBBBBBB( BALRACSSWHCAGPSPOSTACHEAEDU +++++++++  

PBA TPSTPS +=  ...[10E.B12] 

 
The multi-function combinations of government functions given by CAT = 2FT, 3FT and so on 

(as in Table 7-3) can be similarly expressed.  The linear expenditure equation for CAT = 2FT, 

for example, can be expressed as follows: 
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)PBA()PBA(EEE HEAHEAEDUEDUHEAEDUFT2 +++=+=  

P)BB()AA( HEAEDUHEAEDU +++= PBA FT2FT2 +=   ...[10E.B13] 

 
 
Single-Function Multi-Region Linear Expenditure Model (SFMR LEM) 
 
The SFMR model is based on five essential assumptions (SFMR1 through SFMR5) and a sixth 

optional assumption (SFMR6) which are described below in turn along with two alternative 

derivations of total expenditure across all regions described by the SFMR model, the latter of 

which is based on the optional assumption SFMR6.  Applications of the SFMR model to CATs 

examined in this study are also described. 

 
Expenditure of State-Territory type units, in a given expenditure category, will be described by 

the Single-Function Multi-Region Linear Expenditure Model (SFMR LEM) if the following five 

assumptions are satisfied: 

 

Assumption SFMR1 – Single Function or Sector 
 

It is assumed that expenditure EU of each State-Territory type unit (U), for each given 

expenditure category (CAT), is incurred within a single undivided function or sector. 

 

Assumption SFMR2 – Division of State-Territory Type Units into Regions 
 

It is assumed that State-Territory type units (U) are divided into MU regions, given by 

UM21 R,...,R,R , where MU is a finite counting number of 2 or more for non-trivial cases 

(for MU = 1, the Single-Function Multi-Region Linear Expenditure Model (MFSR LEM) 

model here would reduce to the Single-Function Single-Region Linear Expenditure 

Model (SFSR LEM) model).  It is also assumed that MU may vary among State-Territory 

units.   

 
The total population (PU) of the given State-Territory unit is therefore the sum of the MU 

populations of the MU regional sub-divisions.  So if j,UP  represents the population of the 

j th region (Rj), then the total population (PU) of the given State-Territory unit is the sum 

of the populations j,UP , for all j = 1 to MU, of the MU regional sub-divisions, as follows: 

 

U

U

M,U2,U1,U

M

1j
j,UU P...PPPP +++==∑

=

  ...[10E.C1] 
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Assumption SFMR3 – Division of Expenditure into Centralised and Regionalised 
Components 
 

It is assumed that total expenditure EU of State-Territory units, in each expenditure 

category, can be considered the sum total of a centralised component U,CE , that is well 

described by equation [10.28b] in Chapter 10, and a separate regionalised component 

U,RE , which describes expenditures incurred at the regional level within State-Territory 

units, as follows: 
 

U,RU,CU EEE +=   ...[10E.C2] 

where 

UU,CU,CU,C PBAE +=   ...[10E.C3] 

 
The centralised component U,CE  is an example of the previously described Single-

Function Single-Region Linear Expenditure Model (SFSR LEM). 

 
For the health function, as an example of a single-function public sector expenditure 

category, centralised expenditure components would include costs incurred by 

centralised bureaucratic and political agencies, and payments from such central agencies 

made directly to hospitals, individuals and other service provision and outcome 

facilitation units and programs.  Regionalised expenditure components, on the other 

hand, would include expenditures made by regionalised health agencies such as regional 

area health services, which may again include payments to hospitals, individuals and 

other units and programs. 

 
For gross private product, as an example of a private sector expenditure category, 

centralised expenditures would reflect expenditures and outputs generally from the State-

Territory unit as a whole, whereas regionalised expenditures would reflect expenditures 

and economic outputs from regions and regional economies. 

 
Sub-dividing between centralised and regionalised expenditure components may be 

difficult in practice, or may seem inconsequential, but these separate components are 

included in [10E.C2] to provide an additional degree of freedom to capture such separate 

levels of expenditure if they arise and are able to be distinguished. 
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Assumption SFMR4 – Divisibility of Regional Expenditure Components: 
 

It is assumed that U,RE , the total regionalised expenditure component, is the sum total of 

the regional expenditure components 
UM,U,R2,U,R1,U,R E,...,E,E of the MU constituent 

regions, as follows, where j,U,RE , for j = 1 to MU, are the regionalised expenditure 

components from regions Rj: 
 

U

U

M,U,R2,U,R1,U,R

M

1j
j,U,RU,R EEEEE +++==∑

=

K   ...[10E.C4] 

 
 
Assumption SFMR5 – Linearity of Expenditure Components 
 

It is assumed that expenditure component j,U,RE , for each region Rj, is described by a 

Linear expenditure equation, again of the form of [10.28b] in Chapter 10, as follows: 
 

    j,UU,RU,Rj,UU,RU,Rj,U,R PBA)PB(AE +=×+=    for all j = 1, 2, ..., MU     ...[10E.C5] 

 

where U,RA  is the constant component of expenditure in region Rj that is 

independent of the population of the unit, jU,R PB  (the constant U,RB multiplied 

by the population Pj of region Rj) is the component of expenditure in region Rj 

that increases in proportion to population, and U,RB is the marginal per capita 

expenditure in region Rj.  So it is assumed here that U,RA  and U,RB  are the same 

constant values for all MU regions. 

 

Derivation of Expression for Total Expenditure EU  
 
Substituting [10E.C5] for all j = 1 to MU into [10E.C4] gives the following expression for the 

total regional expenditure component U,RE : 

 

)PBA(EE j,U

M

1j
U,RU,R

M

1j
j,U,RU,R

UU

∑∑
==

+==   ...[10E.C6] 

or 
=+++=

UM,U,R2,U,R1,U,RU,R EEEE K  

)PBA()PBA()PBA(
UMU,RU,R2,UU,RU,R1,UU,RU,R ++++++ K  ...[10E.C7] 
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which can also be expressed as follows, noting that there are MU bracketed terms on the right-

hand side of [10E.C7]: 
 

)P...PP(BAME
UM,U2,U1,UU,RU,RUU,R +++×+=   ...[10E.C8] 

 
So with [10E.C1], result [10E.C8] above reduces to: 
 

UU,RU,RUU,R PBAME +=   ...[10E.C9] 

 
Now substituting [10E.C9] and [10E.C3] into [10E.C2] gives: 
 

)PBAM()PBA(EEE UU,RU,RUUU,CU,CU,RU,CU +++=+=   ...[10E.C10] 

 
which can also be expressed as: 
 

UU,RU,CU,RUU,CU P)BB()AMA(E +++=   ...[10E.C11] 

 
So if we define 
 

U,RUU,CU,SFMR AMAA +=   ...[10E.C12]   

and  

U,RU,CU,SFMR BBB +=    ...[10E.C13]   

 
then [10E.C11] becomes: 
 

PBAE U,SFMRU,SFMRU +=   ...[10E.C14] 

 
It is noted that [10E.C14] appears to have the same mathematical form as the original linear 

equation [10.28b] in Chapter 10, but there is an important difference between [10.28b] and 

[10E.C14] that arises because U,SFMRA  is generally a variable quantity rather than a constant 

value – because MU is defined as a variable quantity in accordance with Assumption SFMR2 as 

above.  If MU was the same constant value for all State-Territory type units, then [10E.C14] 

would in that event have the exact same mathematical form as [10.28b], but suppose, for 

example, that Assumption SFMR6 applies as follows: 

 

Assumption SFMR6 – Number of Regions Proportional to Population 
 

It is assumed that the number of regional sub-divisions (MU) in each State-Territory unit 

is directly proportional to the population (PU) of the respective State-Territory unit, as 

follows, where α is a positive constant of proportionality: 
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UUU PαPαM =×=   ...[10E.C15] 

 
It is worth noting that α would generally be very small in magnitude, because State-

Territory type units would be expected to host populations ranging from 100,000 to 10 

million or so, whereas numbers of regional subdivisions would generally be expected to 

be in the order of 10 to 100 or so. 

 

Derivation of Alternative Expression for Total Expenditure EU  
 
Substituting [10E.C15] into [10E.C12] gives 
 

U,RUU,CU,RUU,CU,SFMR APαAAMAA +=+=   ...[10E.C16]   

 
So with [10E.C16], expression [10E.C11] becomes: 
 

UU,RU,CU,RUU,CU P)BB()APαA(E +++=   ...[10E.C17] 

or 

UU,RU,CU,RU,CU P)BBAα(AE +++=   ...[10E.C18] 

 
or as follows, noting [10E.C13]: 
 

P)BAα(AE U,SFMRU,RU,CU ++=    ...[10E.C19] 

 
So if we further define 
 

U,CUα,-SFMR AA =    ...[10E.C20]   

and  

U,RU,CU,RU,SFMRU,RUα,-SFMR BBAαBAαB ++=+=   ...[10E.C21]   

 
where the additional subscript α""  denotes the proportionality of Assumption SFMR6, then 

[10E.C19] becomes: 
 

PBAE Uα,-SFMRUα,-SFMR +=     ...[10E.C22] 

 
It is noted that [10E.C22] again has the same mathematical form as the original linear equation 

[10.28b]. 

 
Results [10E.C14] and [10E.C22] represent two alternative but clearly equivalent formulations 

of the SFMR LEM model.  Expressions [10E.C21] and [10E.C22] indicate, significantly, that 

the marginal per capita expenditure coefficient (B) of the simple linear expenditure equation 
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given by [10.28b] can include expenditure components, given by the UR,αA term in [10E.C21], 

which are constant fixed or overhead type expenditures at the level of regional sub-divisions 

within State-Territory type units, but constant additions or subtractions (depending on whether 

AR is positive or negative) to the marginal per capita cost at the level of the State-Territory unit 

as a whole. 

 
The UR,αPA term in [10E.C16] also indicates that U,SFMRA  in [10E.C14], representing the total 

of expenditures associated with the U,CA  and U,RA  coefficients, will depend on the population 

of the State-Territory type unit as well as the magnitude and sign (positive or negative) of U,CA  

and U,RA .  If U,CA  and U,RA  are both positive numbers, then U,SFMRA will be greater for more 

populous State-Territory type units than for smaller ones. 

 
The above results also show that if there was no centralised expenditure component, so that 

U,CE U,CA  and U,CB  were all zero (noting [10E.C3]), then [10E.C11] and [10E.C18] would 

respectively reduce to: 
 

UU,RU,RUU PBAME +=   ...[10E.C23] 

and 

UU,RU,RU P)BAα(E +=   ...[10E.C24] 

 
Result [10E.C24] is seen to be an equation of the form E = BP, rather than E = A + BP as in 

[10.28b]. 

 
Finally, if there was no regionalised expenditure component, then U,RE , U,RA  and U,RB  would 

all be zero (noting [10E.C4] and [10E.C5]) and the SFMR LEM model would reduce to the 

SFSR LEM model, and result [10E.C11] would reduce to 
 

UU,CU,CU PBAE +=   ...[10E.C25] 

 
which is again equivalent to the general linear expenditure equation described by [10.28b]. 
 
 
Multi-Function Multi-Region Linear Expenditure Model (MFMR LEM) 
 
The MFMR model, like the SFMR model in the previous section, is based on five essential 

assumptions (MFMR1 through MFMR5) and a sixth optional assumption (MFMR6) which are 

described below in turn along with two alternative derivations of total expenditure across all 
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functions and all regions described by the MFMR model, the latter of which is based on the 

optional assumption MFMR6.  Applications of the MFSR model to CATs examined in this 

study are also described. 

 
In the Multi-Function Multi-Region Linear Expenditure Model (MFMR LEM) model, it is 

assumed that expenditures of State-Territory type units can be sub-divided into components 

associated with any number of functions or sectors, and that each State-Territory type unit can 

be divided into any number of regions associated with each function or sector.  So the MFMR 

LEM is a fully generalised linear expenditure model which combines the degrees of freedom of 

the previously described MFSR and SFMR LEM models. 

 
Expenditure of State-Territory type units, in a given expenditure category, will be described by 

the Multi-Function Multi-Region Linear Expenditure Model (MFMR LEM) if the following five 

assumptions are satisfied: 

 

Assumption MFMR1 – Divisibility of Expenditure Across Multiple Functions or Sectors 
 

It is assumed, for each given expenditure category (CAT), that total expenditure EU of a 

given State-Territory type unit (U) is incurred through QU separate functions or sectors, 

given by 
UQ21 F,...,f,f , where QU is a finite counting number and is 2 or more for non-

trivial cases (for QU = 1, the Multi-Function Multi-Region Linear Expenditure Model 

(MFMR LEM) model here would reduce to the Single-Function Multi-Region Linear 

Expenditure Model (SFMR LEM) model).  It is also assumed that QU may vary among 

State-Territory units.  In other words, it is assumed that expenditures of State-Territory 

type units can be sub-divided into separate components associated with these QU 

separate functions or sectors. 

 
It is further assumed that the expenditure in function or sector fi is given by i,UE  for all i 

= 1 to QU, such that total expenditure EU is the sum total of these QU separable 

expenditure components 
UQ,U2,U1,U E,...,E,E , as follows: 

 

U

U

Q,U2,U1,U

Q

1i
i,UU EEEEE +++==∑

=

K   ...[10E.D1] 
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Assumption MFMR2 – Division of State-Territory Type Units into Regions 
 

For each function or sector fi (so for all i = 1 to QU), it is assumed that State-Territory 

type units are divided into i,UM  regions, given by 
i,UM,i2,i1,i R,...,R,R , where i,UM  is a 

finite counting number of 1 or more for non-trivial cases.  Expenditure components for 

any individual function or sector with MU,i = 1 are examples of the previously described 

Single-Function Single-Region Linear Expenditure Model (SFSR LEM).  It is also 

assumed that i,UM  may vary among State-Territory units, and will in general vary for 

different functions and sectors fi. 

 
The total population (PU) of each State-Territory type unit is, for each i = 1 to QU, the 

sum of the i,UM  populations of the i,UM  regional sub-divisions associated with function 

or sector fi.  So if j,i,UP  represents the population of the jth region ( j,iR ) associated with 

the ith function or sector (fi), then the total population (PU) of the given State-Territory 

type unit is the sum of all populations j,i,UP , for all j = 1 to i,UM , of the i,UM  regional 

sub-divisions associated with function or sector fi, as follows: 
 

i,U

i,U

M,i,U2,i,U1,i,U

M

1j
j,i,UU P...PPPP +++== ∑

=

  for all i = 1 to QU  ...[10E.D2] 

 

So for i = 1, [10E.D2] becomes: 
1,U

1,U

M,1,U2,1,U1,1,U

M

1j
j,1,UU P...PPPP +++== ∑

=

 

 

For i = 2, [10E.D2] gives: 
2,U

2,U

M,2,U2,2,U1,2,U

M

1j
j,2,UU P...PPPP +++== ∑

=

 

and so on. 

 

Assumption MFMR3 – Divisibility of Expenditure into Centralised and Regionalised 
Components 
 

For each function or sector fi, it is assumed that the expenditure component i,UE of State-

Territory units (U), in each expenditure category (CAT), can be considered the sum total 

of a centralised component i,U,CE , that is well described by equation [10.28b] in Chapter 

10, and a separate regionalised component i,U,RE , which describes expenditures incurred 

at the regional level within State-Territory units, as follows: 
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i,U,Ri,U,Ci,U EEE +=    ...[10E.D3] 

where 

Ui,U,Ci,U,Ci,U,C PBAE +=   ...[10E.D4] 

 
It is seen that [10E.D3] and [10E.D4] have the same form as the corresponding results 

[10E.C2] and [10E.C3] that applied with the Single-Function Multi-Region Linear 

Expenditure Model (SFMR LEM) model. 

 

Assumption MFMR4 – Divisibility of Regional Expenditure Components 
 

For each function or sector fi, it is assumed that i,U,RE , the total regionalised expenditure 

component, is the sum total of the regional expenditure components 

i,UM,i,U,R2,i,U,R1,i,U,R E,...,E,E of the i,UM  constituent regions, as follows, where j,i,U,RE  are 

the regionalised expenditure components from regions j,iR , for j = 1 to i,UM : 

 

i,U

i,U

M,i,U,R2,i,U,R1,i,U,R

M

1j
j,i,U,Ri,U,R EEEEE +++== ∑

=

K   ...[10E.D5] 

 

Assumption MFMR5 – Linearity of Expenditure Components 
 

It is assumed that all expenditure components j,i,U,RE , for each region j,iR  and for each 

function or sector fi, is described by a linear expenditure equation, again of the form of 

equation [10.28b], as follows: 
 

j,i,Ui,U,Ri,U,Rj,i,Ui,U,Ri,U,Rj,i,U,R PBA)PB(AE +=×+=     

for all i = 1 to UQ  and for all j = 1, 2, ..., i,UM  ...[10E.D6] 

 

where i,U,RA  is the constant component of expenditure in region j,iR  that is 

independent of the population of the unit, j,ii,U,R PB  (the constant i,U,RB  

multiplied by the population j,iP  of region j,iR associated with function or sector 

if ) is the component of expenditure in region j,iR  that increases in proportion to 

population, and U,RB is the marginal per capita expenditure in region j,iR .  So it 

is assumed here that i,U,RA  and i,U,RB  are the same constant values for all i,UM  

regions associated with function or sector if . 
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Derivation of Expression for Total Expenditure EU  
 
Substituting [10E.D6] for all j = 1 to i,UM  into [10E.D5] gives the following expression for the 

total regional expenditure component ER: 
 

)PBA(EE j,i,U

M

1j
i,U,Ri,U,R

M

1j
j,i,U,Ri,U,R

i,Ui,U

∑∑
==

+==     ...[10E.D7] 

or 
=+++=

i,UM,i,U,R2,i,U,R1,i,U,Ri,U,R EEEE K  

K++++ )PBA()PBA( 2,i,Ui,U,Ri,U,R1,i,Ui,U,Ri,U,R  

)PBA(
i,UM,i,Ui,U,Ri,U,R ++  ...[10E.D8] 

 
which can also be expressed as follows noting that there are i,UM  bracketed terms on the right-

hand side of [10E.D8]: 
 

)P...PP(BAME
i,UM,i,U2,i,U1,i,Ui,U,Ri,U,Ri,Ui,U,R +++×+=   ...[10E.D9] 

 
So with [10E.D2], result [10E.D9] above reduces to: 
 

Ui,U,Ri,U,Ri,Ui,U,R PBAME +=   ...[10E.D10] 

 
Now substituting [10E.D10] and [10E.D4] into [10E.D3] gives: 
 

)PBAM()PBA(EEE Ui,U,Ri,U,Ri,UUi,U,Ci,U,Ci,U,Ri,U,Ci,U +++=+=   ...[10E.D11] 

 
which can also be expressed as: 
 

Ui,U,Ri,U,Ci,U,Ri,Ui,U,Ci,U P)BB()AMA(E +++=   ...[10E.D12] 

 
So if we define 
 

i,U,Ri,Ui,U,Ci,U,MFMR AMAA +=   ...[10E.D13]   

and  

i,U,Ri,U,Ci,U,MFMR BBB +=    ...[10E.D14]   

 
then [10E.D12] becomes: 
 

PBAE i,U,MFMRi,U,MFMRi,U +=   ...[10E.D15] 

 
So substituting [10E.D15] into [10E.D1] gives the following expression for total expenditure EU: 
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∑∑
==

+==
UU Q

1i
i,U,MFMRi,U,MFMR

Q

1i
i,UU )PBA(EE    ...[10E.D16] 

or 
=+++=

UQ,U2,U1,UU EEEE K  

K++++ )PBA()PBA( U2,U,MFMR2,U,MFMRU1,U,MFMR1,U,MFMR )PBA( UQ,U,MFMRQ,U,MFMR UU
++  

...[10E.D17] 

which can also be expressed as: 
 

++++= )AAA(E
UQ,U,MFMR2,U,MFMR1,U,MFMRU K   

P)BBB(
UQ,U,MFMR2,U,MFMR1,U,MFMR +++ K   ...[10E.D18] 

 
So if we define 
 

U

U

Q,U,MFMR2,U,MFMR1,U,MFMR

Q

1i
i,U,MFMRU,MFMR AAAAA +++==∑

=

K  ...[10E.D19]   

and  

U

U

Q,U,MFMR2,U,MFMR1,U,MFMR

Q

1i
i,U,MFMRU,MFMR BBBBB +++==∑

=

K  ...[10E.D20]   

 
then [10E.D18] reduces back to the form of [10.28b], as follows: 
 

UU,MFMRU,MFMRU PBAE +=     ...[10E.D21] 

 
As was the case with the U,SFMRA term in [10E.C14] for the SFMR LEM model, the i,U,SFMRA  

term in [10E.D15] and the U,SFMRA  term in [10E.D21] will generally be a variable quantity 

rather than a constant value even though it is made up of constant expenditure elements ( i,U,CA  

and i,U,RA ) – because i,UM  is defined as a variable quantity in accordance with Assumption 

MFMR2 as above. 

 
Substituting [10E.D13] into [10E.D19] gives: 
 

∑∑
==

+==
UU Q

1i
i,U,Ri,Ui,U,C

Q

1i
i,U,MFMRU,MFMR )AMA(AA    ...[10E.D22] 

 
Substituting [10E.D14] into [10E.D20] similarly gives: 
 

∑∑
==

+==
UU Q

1i
i,U,Ri,U,C

Q

1i
i,U,MFMRU,MFMR )BB(BB     ...[10E.D23] 
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So with [10E.D22] and [10E.D23], expression [10E.D21] can be written as follows: 
 

∑∑
==

+++=
UU Q

1i
i,U,Ri,U,CU

Q

1i
i,U,Ri,Ui,U,CU )BB(P)AMA(E    ...[10E.D24] 

 
If UQ  and i,UM  were the same constant values for all State-Territory type units, then U,MFMRA  

and U,MFMRB  would be constants, and [10E.D21] and [10E.D24] would have the exact same 

mathematical form as [10.28b].  But UQ  and i,UM  are defined as variable counting numbers in 

Assumptions MFMR1 and MFMR2 respectively, so [10E.D21] will in generally deviate from 

[10.28b] – in which A and B are assumed to be the same constant value for all State-Territory 

type units. 

 
Suppose that Assumption MFMR6 applies to the MFMR LEM model as the corresponding 

Assumption SFMR6 applied to the SFMR LEM model, as follows: 

 

Assumption MFMR6 – Number of Regions Proportional to Population 
 

It is assumed that the number of regional sub-divisions ( i,UM ) in each State-Territory 

type unit, for each function or sector fi, is directly proportional to the population (PU) of 

the respective State-Territory unit, as follows, where iα  is a positive constant of 

proportionality: 
 

UiUii,U PαPαM =×=    ...[10E.D25] 

 

Derivation of Alternative Expression for Total Expenditure EU  
 
Substituting [10E.D25] into [10E.D22] gives 
 

∑
=

+=
UQ

1i
i,U,RUii,U,CU,MFMR )APαA(A   ...[10E.D26] 

 
And substituting [10E.D25] into [10E.D24] gives 
 

∑∑
==

+++=
UU Q

1i
i,U,Ri,U,CU

Q

1i
i,U,RUii,U,CU )BB(P)APαA(E   ...[10E.D27] 

or 

∑∑∑
===

+++=
UUU Q

1i
i,U,Ri,U,CU

Q

1i
i,U,RUi

Q

1i
i,U,CU )BB(P)APα()A(E  

or 
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∑∑∑
===

+++=
UUU Q

1i
i,U,Ri,U,CU

Q

1i
i,U,RiU

Q

1i
i,U,CU )BB(P)Aα(P)A(E  

or 

∑∑
==

+++=
UU Q

1i
i,U,Ri,U,Ci,U,RiU

Q

1i
i,U,CU )BBAα(P)A(E   ...[10E.D28] 

 
or as follows, noting [10E.D23]: 
 

∑∑
==

++=
UU Q

1i
i,U,MFMRi,U,RiU

Q

1i
i,U,CU )BAα(P)A(E   ...[10E.D29] 

 
So if we further define 
 

∑
=

=
UQ

1i
i,U,CU,α-MFMR )A(A      ...[10E.D30]   

and  

∑
=

+=
UQ

1i
i,U,MFMRi,U,RiUα,-MFMR )BAα(B     ...[10E.D31] 

 
where the additional subscript α""  denotes the proportionality of Assumption MFMR6, then 

[10E.D29] becomes: 
 

PBAE Uα,-MFMRUα,-MFMR +=      ...[10E.D32] 

 
It is noted that [10E.D29] and [10E.D32] yet again has the same mathematical form as the 

original linear equation [10.28b], superficially at least, but not the same substantive form in 

general, because of the variability of QU. 

 
Results [10E.D21] and [10E.D32] represent two alternative but clearly equivalent formulations 

of the MFMR LEM model.  Expressions [10E.D31] and [10E.D32] indicate, significantly, that 

the marginal per capita expenditure coefficient (B) of the simple linear expenditure equation 

given by [10.28b] can include expenditure components, given by the i,U,Ri Aα  term in [10E.D31], 

which are constant fixed or overhead type expenditures at the level of regional sub-divisions 

within State-Territory type units, but constant additions or subtractions (depending on whether 

AR is positive or negative) to the marginal per capita cost at the level of the State-Territory unit 

as a whole. 

 
The i,U,RUi APα  term in [10E.D26] also indicates that U,MFMRA  in [10E.D21], representing the 

total of expenditures associated with the i,U,CA  and i,U,RA  coefficients, will depend on the 
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population of the State-Territory type unit as well as the magnitude and sign (positive or 

negative) of i,U,CA  and i,U,RA .  If i,U,CA  and i,U,RA  are both positive numbers, then 

U,MFMRA will be greater for more populous State-Territory type units than for smaller ones. 

 
The above results also show that if there was no centralised expenditure component, so that 

i,U,CE i,U,CA  and i,U,CB  were all zero (noting [10E.D4]), then [10E.D12] and [10E.D28] would 

respectively reduce to: 
 

Ui,U,Ri,U,Ri,Ui,U P)B()AM(E +=   ...[10E.D33] 

and 

∑
=

+=
UQ

1i
i,U,Ri,U,RiUU )BAα(PE    ...[10E.D34] 

 
Result [10E.D34] is seen to be of the form E = BP, rather than E = A + BP as in [10.28b]. 

 
Finally, if there was no regionalised expenditure component, then j,i,U,RE , i,U,RE , i,U,RA  and 

i,U,RB  would all be zero (noting [10E.D5] and [10E.D6]) and the MFMR LEM model would 

reduce to the SFMR LEM model, and results [10E.D12] and [10E.D28] would respectively 

reduce to: 
 

Ui,U,Ci,U,Ci,U PBAE +=     ...[10E.D35] 

and 

∑∑
==

+=
UU Q

1i
i,U,CU

Q

1i
i,U,CU )B(P)A(E    ...[10E.D36] 

 
which are again equivalent to the general linear expenditure equation [10.28b].  It is seen that 

[10E.D35] for the MFMR LEM model here is equivalent to [10E.C25] for the SFMR LEM 

model. 

 
 
Discussion of the implications of the Results as Above  
 
The preceding derivations show, very significantly, that if expenditures are well described by 

linear functions of the form E = A + BP at the level of individual functions, sectors or regions 

within a State-Territory type unit, then aggregated STU expenditures, formed from summation 

over all functions, sectors and regions within STUs, will also be well described by the form E = 

A + BP for individual STUs, but the A and B values for the linear expenditure models for each 
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different STU may be different, specifically if the optional assumptions SFMR6 and MFMR6 

turn out to be more or less valid, for the SFMR and MFMR models respectively.  The 

derivations and interpretations presented above will only be valid to the extent that their 

underlying assumptions apply in reality.  Their main value is to provide insights which, to some 

extent at least, can assist in the interpretation of the regression technique results described in 

Chapters 10 and 12. 

 
This appendix shows that if the expenditure patterns in single regional units and single 

functional or purpose areas are well described by linear equations of the form E = A + BP 

(where E is expenditure and P is population), as derived using the linear regression technique 

described in Chapter 10, then such linearity is generally preserved across multiple regions and 

multiple functional areas.  This preservation of linearity follows from the mathematical property 

of linearity itself.  It is also shown, however, that the A and B coefficients in [10.28b] can 

depend on factors such as the relative weighting of centralised and regionalised contributions to 

overall expenditure, and the numbers of functional, sectoral and regional sub-divisions present.  

Such factors would of course be expected to vary across different expenditure categories 

considered in the present analysis. 

 
It is shown in Chapter 10 (see especially the LR technique entries in Tables 10-6 and 10-7) that 

equation [10.28b] generally applies extremely well to the majority of the 23 expenditure 

categories under examination.  So for most expenditure categories there is a fixed or overhead 

expenditure component A, which is largely independent of the population of the State-Territory 

type unit, and a marginal per capita cost component BP (that is the marginal per capita cost 

multiplied by population).  The fixed or overhead component A is most easily interpreted as 

head office and central administration costs, which are indeed likely to be similar at some levels 

at least for small and large State-Territory units alike.  The salary costs of the Premier or Chief 

Minister probably more or less fit into this category.  And smaller and larger units alike incur 

similar salary costs for the very upper layers of bureaucracy.  It is equally clear, however, in 

public sector expenditure categories at least, that fixed and overhead costs and expenditures are 

likely to be greater in larger State-Territory type units, because in larger units there is generally 

a greater need for – and in practice a greater extent of – administrative delegation through 

geographic regional sub-divisions and other functional sub-divisions.  In other words, fixed or 

overhead expenditures accrue at levels beyond the highest levels of central agencies and head 

office administration.  Regional administrative agencies such as Area Health Services and 

regional education offices will have their own central office secretariats and associated overhead 
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costs.  And service provision and outcome facilitation units such as hospitals, police stations and 

schools will also incur fixed or overhead type costs.  The existence of fixed or overhead costs at 

different levels within State-Territory type units is much the same as the existence of such fixed 

or overhead costs at different levels within firms.  In the well studied cases of firms which 

include multiple plants or other sub-divisions within their organisational structures, it is 

recognised that fixed or overhead costs can accrue at the level of the firm and also at the level of 

plants or sub-divisions within firms.  The administrative regions shown in Tables 2C-2 through 

2C-7 in Appendix 2C, for education, policing, health and health related functions, provide 

further insights into such administrative regionalisations. 

 
A further corollary to the results established in this appendix is that expenditures can be soundly 

analysed in terms of the linear expenditure equation [10.28b], which is referred to as a mixed, or 

semi-variable, cost or expenditure equation (see, for example, Horngren et al. 2000: 329), and 

hence do not need to be separately analysed as either fixed, variable and semi-variable cost and 

expenditure functions.  This finding supports positions adopted by the Commonwealth Grants 

Commission (CGC 2002; 2004) as described in Appendix 14A (see sections titled 'Fixed Costs, 

Variable Costs and Scale-Affected Variable Costs' and 'The Decision in 2004 to No Longer Use 

the Scale-Affected Variable Cost Factor, and Figure 14A-1 especially).  A purely fixed 

expenditure of the form E = A, and a purely variable population-dependent expenditure of the 

form E = BP can both be considered as special cases of the mixed, or semi-variable expression 

of the form E = A + BP, as in [10.28b].  For the special case of B = 0, E = A + BP reduces to the 

purely fixed expenditure equation E = A, and for the second special case of A = 0, E = A + BP 

reduces to the purely variable linear expenditure equation E = BP.  

 
The linearity preservation concept developed here in Appendix 10E is further examined for 

private sector expenditure categories and private sectors generally in Appendix 10F.  Whereas 

Appendix 10E considers PPU economies as aggregations of constituent regional economies, 

Appendix 10F considers PPUs as aggregations of individual business units. 

 


